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Karl Mannheim was born in Budapest. He was the only child of a Hungarian father and a German
mother. After graduation from the humanistic gymnasium in Budapest, he studied in Berlin,
Budapest, Paris, and Freiburg. His professors included Lukacs and Edmund Husserl... Despite an
early interest in philosophy, Mannheim turned to the human sciences, coming to be influenced by
the thought of Weber and Marx. In 1925 he came to the major intellectual center in Germany, the
University of Heidelberg, where he habilitated as an unsalaried lecturer.  

Perhaps it was the translation, perhaps it is the author's inherent style, or perhaps it is just too
academic but I found this very tedious. That does not stop me from endorsing the material though I
reduced my rating based on the fact that this is hardly an enjoyable read and a downright
unaccessable read (because of its dense, academic style) for of the vast majority of the public.
Nonetheless (is that even a real word?), if one can slog through the first several chapters,
Mannheim's attempt to identify the motivations and devices of knowledge and ideology create a
esoteric bridge linking this achievement with Aristotle's "Metaphysics", Locke's "An Essay
Concerning Human Understanding", and later continued with Foucault's "The Archaeology of
Knowledge". This is also an important piece when examined in the historical and geo-political
context which existed in the 1920s. I would label this as "neccesary" reading for any graduate
sociology student, any self-annointed philosopher, or anyone with extreme time on their hands--such
as the incarcerated. (For more on that subject read the chapters by Foucault entitled "Panopticism"
and "The Carceral".)

Kessenger's travesty of an edition, thankfully, no longer appears among the list of currently available
Amazon offerings. I leave my review in place, however, in case the thing should attempt to come
back to life. I have moved a few brief remarks (somewhat amplified) on the substance of
Mannheim's ideas from the last paragraph to the following paragraph in celebration of the
Kessenger edition's falling off the earth--or, at least out of Amazon.

Today, the term 'Utopian' is achieving a new currency--this time as an element in the conservative
characterization of left wing political ideas. Such reappearance of the concept of 'utopia' within the
contemporary ideological contest makes it very timely to visit (or revisit) Mannheim's classic work of
critique and analysis in which the originality of the author's contribution consists precisely in his
juxtaposing the idea of 'utopian' to 'ideological' rather than, as is usual, to 'realistic' [or to 'realizable'].
One of Mannheim's central points is that one's sense of what is and is not, realizable in the world
has more to do with the nature of his own socially structured thinking than with the limits imposed
upon mankind by what is timelessly and objectively possible. Mannheim does not doubt that such
limits exist, but he suggests the word: 'utopian', when employed as an epithet, can reveal more
about the speaker's position in life and political orientation than it does about the opponent's loss of



a practable sense of reality. Another of Mannheim's points is that utopian thought, which he defines
as thinking that transcends the bounds of the existing order, seemingly is, to humanity's loss,
actually disappearing.Read more &rsaquo;

This book consists of three articles and the prelude. The first chapter is the same as the title of this
book and the most interesting. It explains the term of the ideology in the context of the history of the
epistemology. This term was derived from Marxism, which exposes the ideal as the legitimization of
the individual interest to invalidate it. The sociological explanation inspired by this method, ironically
speaking, makes the ontological existence of the class by Marxism relative as the historical
production, and regards it as the particular epistemology determined by the history. It is succeeded
by the Max Weber•fs concept of the stratification, which means the epistemological constitution of
the subject of the analysis.

This article•fs aim is to make the concept of the ideology of Marxism more useful by generalizing it.
The thesis that the consciousness doesn•ft determine the social conditions, but that the social
conditions do the consciousness applies to anybody without any exceptions. Therefore, this thought
is named as •ethe sociology of the knowledge•f or consciousness.

The necessary for readers is the knowledge of the basic modern epistemology and the basic
Marxism. After reading it, we will locate the thought of Plato, Kant, Hegel, Marx, and Weber under
the appropriate historical context and find •ethe situational determination •e is the primary leading
discipline of the sociology.

I wish Iâ€™d picked up another strand in my review of The Last Gentleman. In it, the engineer,
accompanied by a telescope, maps, a firkin and an knowledge of air conditioning represents to
some degree measurement, exactitude, reasoning itself; in the novel this is contrasted against the
fleshy immanences of existence, the messy viscera of humanity, and also the limits of abstract
reasoning. Yet thereâ€™s a dissolution (not a compromise, not a resolution) of the dialectic or
contrast â€“ perhaps becaus...more I wish Iâ€™d picked up another strand in my review of The Last
Gentleman. In it, the engineer, accompanied by a telescope, maps, a firkin and an knowledge of air
conditioning represents to some degree measurement, exactitude, reasoning itself; in the novel this
is contrasted against the fleshy immanences of existence, the messy viscera of humanity, and also
the limits of abstract reasoning. Yet thereâ€™s a dissolution (not a compromise, not a resolution) of
the dialectic or contrast â€“ perhaps because they are, as Wittgenstein may have claimed, not really
â€˜problemsâ€™ at all. There is, demonstrated rather than â€˜argued forâ€™, in the novel (and
demonstration is an entirely different kind of thing that writers and artists do where philosophers
cannot) an unproblematical living with reason, body, feeling as a possibility.

Mannheimâ€™s Ideology and Utopia is an Introduction to the Sociology of Knowledge which is not
philosophy nor art but deals with the same issues: that between the abstract, transcendental world
views of metaphysical and logical positivisms, and the actual lived experience of an individual or
group (for the latter include cultural history of an idea, a nation etc) a lived history of experience
involving a dialectic of oppression and resistance, inheritance by osmosis of values and their
modifications, and ultimately an epistemology which must eschew philosophy but concentrate upon
psychology, sociology and an intellectual near-pragmatism which is aware of its own perspectives
and constructions as much as it is aware of current histories and the possibilities of change.

Written in 1936 within shooting range of Hitler, this book is extremely pertinent today when aside
from the obvious â€˜fundamentalismsâ€™, the return to dogma and unacknowledged dredging of
the irrational to produce modern progressive myths to live by are startlingly apparent to the analysis
Mannheim suggests. That the irrational is the foundation of the rational Mannheim emphasises, but
the implications of this for self knowledge and understandings of group cohesion are crucial.

&ldquo;In our contemporary social and intellectual plight, it is nothing less than shocking to discover
that those persons who claim to have discovered an absolute are usually the same people who also
pretend to be superior to the rest. To find people in our day attempting to pass off to the world and
recommending to others some nostrum of the absolute which they claim to have discovered is



merely a sign of the loss of and the need for intellectual and moral certainty, felt by broad sections of
the population who are unable to look life in the face.&rdquo; &mdash; 3 likes

absolute action actual Alfred Weber already analysis arise attempt attitude basis become
bourgeoisie Carl Schmitt Chiliastic conception of ideology concerned concrete conflict
consciousness conservatism conservative cultural decisions determined dominant elements
empirical epistemology epoch evaluative existing order experience fact factors false consciousness
fascism forces formulation fundamental Hegel historical historical-social human ideas individual
inner intel intellectual interests interpretation irrational liberal Marxism Max Weber meaning merely
method modern modes of thought nature non-evaluative norms objective observation ontology
orientation outlook perspective philosophy Pietistic point of view political possible present problem
proletariat psychic psychology purely question rational reality realm regarded relationship rience
scientific sense significance situationally social determination social position social process social
situation society sociology of knowledge sphere stage strata stratum structure tendency theoretical
theory thinking tion to-day total conception truth type of knowledge unconscious understanding
utopia utopian mentality validity vidual Weltanschauung whole

Karl Mannheim, a Hungarian-born German sociologist, taught at the Universities of Heidelberg and
Frankfurt until 1933, when the coming of the Nazis to power forced him to find refuge at the
University of London. His major fields of inquiry were the sociology of knowledge and the sociology
of intellectual life. His masterpiece, "Ideology and Utopia" (1936), asserts that there are two types of
knowledge: true knowledge based on science and knowledge based on social class. Ideas are of
two types: "utopian" ideas support underprivileged groups, while "ideologies" support privileged
groups. Mannheim, studying the trend toward increasing centralization, believed that modern society
is dominated by large, powerful, impersonal organizations; as they consolidate, they will be
controlled by powerful elites. He urged that, since this trend is inevitable, power should rest in the
hands of unbiased intellectuals. He hoped that planning by trained social scientists could preserve
and foster democracy. Mannheim's pioneering work in the sociology of knowledge had relatively
little direct influence on contemporary research, but his bringing the concept of ideology to the
attention of sociologists was of consequential importance.

...Ideas and beliefs are rooted in larger thought systems (Weltanschauungen), a phenomenon
Mannheim called relationism. He elaborated on these concepts in Ideology and Utopia: An
Introduction to the Sociology of Knowledge (1929). In the posthumously published Freedom, Power,
and Democratic Planning (1950), Mannheim tried to...

Ideology and Utopia argues that ideologies are mental fictions whose function is to veil the true
nature of a given society. They originate unconsciously in the minds of those who seek to stabilise a
social order. Utopias are wish dreams that inspire the collective action of opposition groups which
aim at the entire transformation of society. Mannheim shows these two opposing elements to
dominate not only our social thought but even unexpectedly to penetrate into the most scientific
theories in philosophy, history and the social sciences.
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